I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ADOPTION OF AGENDA

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
   A. March 29, 2016 and April 12, 2016 (will be sent out in later attachment)

IV. ARTICULATION/CURRICULUM
   A. Senate Report—L. Meyer
   B. Distance Education Report—D. Graham

V. NEW DISCUSSION/ACTION
   A. Steps in New Program Review and Approval—L. Meyer
   B. AA-T History discussion—L. Meyer
   C. Course Revision Proposals
      1. AJ 010: Introduction to Administration of Justice—3 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: Distance Education added, homework, textbooks, and SLOs.
         --Added: Hybrid and online distance education added.
      2. AJ 014: Contemporary Police Issues—3 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: Homework and textbooks.
      3. AJ 015: Introduction to Criminal Investigation—3 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: Textbooks and SLOs.
         --Added: Hybrid and online distance education added.
      4. AJ 110: Narcotics and Drug Abuse—3 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: Content, methods of evaluation, homework, textbooks, and SLOs.
         --Added: Hybrid and online distance education added.
      5. AJ 111: Juvenile Law and Procedures—3 Units
         Proposed changes/revisions: Methods of evaluation, textbooks, and SLOs.
         --Added: Hybrid and online distance education added.
6. **AJ 112: Introduction to Evidence — 3 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Methods of evaluation, homework, textbooks, and SLOs.  
--Added: Hybrid and online distance education added.

7. **AJ 114: Terrorism — 3 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Methods of evaluation, homework, and textbooks.  
--Added: Hybrid and online distance education added.

8. **AJ 116: Introduction to Corrections — 3 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Methods of evaluation, homework, textbooks, and SLOs.  
--Added: Hybrid and online distance education added.

9. **AJ 139: Introduction to Public Safety Community Service Officer — 3 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Course description, methods of evaluation, and textbooks.

10. **ART 055B: Life Drawing II — 3 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Course description, content, and SLOs.

11. **ART 061: Beginning Painting II — 3 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Content, methods of evaluation, textbooks, and SLOs.

12. **BIOL 004A: General Principles and Cell Biology — 5 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Prerequisite and content.

13. **BIOL 061: Human Heredity — 3 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Description, content, methods of evaluations, textbooks, and SLOs.

14. **CNSTR 101A: Construction Tools, Materials, and Processes — 4 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Description, methods of evaluation, textbooks, SLOs, and materials fee removed.

15. **CNSTR 101B: Residential Construction Framing — 4 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Description, content, SLO assessment methods, and materials fee removed.

16. **CNSTR 103: Roof Framing Systems — 4 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Description, prerequisite changed to co-requisite, content, and SLO assessment methods.

17. **CNSTR 104: Interior/Exterior Finish — 4 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Description, prerequisite changed to co-requisite, content, methods of evaluation, homework, and textbooks.

18. **CNSTR 125: Green Construction — 3 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Content, methods of evaluation, textbooks, and SLO assessment methods.

19. **DENT 151: Beginning Dental Assisting 1 — 3 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Description, content, methods of evaluation, textbooks, and SLOs.

20. **DENT 152: Beginning Dental Assisting 2 — 3 Units**  
Proposed changes/revisions: Description, content, methods of evaluation, homework, textbooks, and SLOs.
21. **ENGL 033: Women in Literature — 3 Units**
   Proposed changes/revisions: Methods of evaluation, textbooks, and SLOs.

22. **ENGL 092: Essay Development — 4 Units**
   Proposed changes/revisions: Grading option, methods of evaluation, and textbooks.

23. **ESL 091: College Reading and Writing — 6 Units**
   Proposed changes/revisions: DE supplemental updated, description, lecture hours changed from 6→5.5 and lab hours changed from 0→1.5 (units remain the same), textbooks, and corequisite removed.

24. **ESL 302: Introduction to College Reading and Writing — 6 Units**
   Proposed changes/revisions: DE supplement updated, description, lecture hours changed from 6→5.5 and lab hours changed from 0→1.5 (units remain the same), textbooks, and content.

25. **ETH 037A: Mexican American History I — 3 Units**
   Proposed changes/revisions: Description, content for C-ID, methods of evaluation, and SLOs.

26. **ETH 037B: Mexican American History II — 3 Units**
   Proposed changes/revisions: Description, content for C-ID, methods of evaluation, and SLOs.

27. **MATH 070: Discrete Mathematics — 4 Units**
   Proposed changes/revisions: Content revised based on C-ID feedback and SLOs.

28. **SL 001A: American Sign Language 1 — 3 Units**
   Proposed changes/revisions: Lab corequisite removed.

29. **SL 001B: American Sign Language 2 — 3 Units**
   Proposed changes/revisions: Lab corequisite removed.

30. **SL 002A: American Sign Language 3 — 3 Units**
   Proposed changes/revisions: Lab corequisite removed.

31. **SL 002B: American Sign Language 4 — 3 Units**
   Proposed changes/revisions: Lab corequisite removed.

**D. SJCC Course Deactivations**

1. **CHIN 098: Directed Study in Chinese — 0.50-9 Units**
   Justification: This course has not been offered in many years.

2. **ESL 302L: ESL Skills Development Lab — 0.5 Unit**
   Justification: The lab component has been incorporated into the 6 unit ESL 302 course.

3. **SL 001AL: Sign Language Lab-Sign Language 1A — 0.50 Unit**
   Justification: The lab is no longer needed because it is integrated into the lecture.

4. **SL 001BL: Sign Language Lab-Sign Language 1B — 0.50 Unit**
   Justification: The lab is no longer needed because it is integrated into the lecture.

5. **SL 002AL: Sign Language Lab-Sign Language 2A — 0.50 Unit**
   Justification: The lab is no longer needed because it is integrated into the lecture.

6. **SL 002BL: Sign Language Lab-Sign Language 2B — 0.5 Unit**
   Justification: The lab is no longer needed because it is integrated into the lecture.
E. SJCC Program Revisions

1. Patient Navigator—Certificate of Achievement: Level 1—13 Units
   Proposed changes/revisions: Changed from Certificate of Specialization to Certificate of Achievement, program description, PLOs, courses, and units changed from 11.5 to 13.

F. SJCC New Program Proposals (requires Board approval)

1. Associate in Arts in Political Science for Transfer—60 Units
   The Associate in Arts in Political Science for Transfer (AA-T) degree meets the lower division course requirements necessary for the California State University (CSU) system. The world of contemporary politics demands much of both its participants and its critics. The study of political science gives the student an understanding of the workings of American and international politics. In pursuing the Associate in Arts in Political Science for Transfer degree, students acquire skills in research, information gathering, and analytic thinking. A bachelor or professional degree in political science is a strong foundation for careers in local, state or national government, transnational governmental or non-governmental organizations, law, and business. Graduates also undertake graduate study in fields such as law, politics, labor and industrial relations, city management and urban planning, journalism, interest groups or social movement lobbying, and communication.

2. Associate in Arts in Sociology for Transfer—60 Units
   The Associate in Arts in Sociology for Transfer (AA-T) meets the lower division course requirements necessary for the California State University (CSU) system. Sociology is the scientific study of human behavior in society. It uses a variety of research and theoretical perspectives to analyze and explain human social behavior and social change. Sociology students examine a wide range of human interactions including marriage and family units, crime and deviance, culture and social change, group processes and interactions having to do with class, race and gender; diversity and globalization, social stratification and mobility and social movements. Program courses will help develop the student’s ability to examine the broader connections between personal life, public issues and social structure. Sociology provides a valuable major for a diverse range of career paths including teaching, social work, probation officer, employment counseling, urban planning and others.

VI. ADJOURNMENT

VII. ORDER OF DISCUSSION

- **1:30** Item IV
  Steps in New Program Review and Approval
  AA-T History discussion
- **1:57** CHIN 098
- **2:00** ART 055B
  ART 061
- **2:05** CNSTR 101A
  CNSTR 101B
  CNSTR 103
  CNSTR 104
  CNSTR 125
- **2:20** ETH 037A
  ETH 037B
- **2:25** SL 001A
  SL 001AL
SL 001B
SL 001BL
SL 002A
SL 002AL
SL 002B
SL 002BL
• 2:35  AJ 010
AJ 014
AJ 015
AJ 110
AJ 111
AJ 112
AJ 114
AJ 116
AJ 139
• 2:45  ENGL 033
ENGL 092
• 2:55  Patient Navigator — Certificate of Achievement: Level 1
• 3:05  Associate in Arts in Sociology for Transfer
• 3:15  Associate in Arts in Political Science for Transfer
• 3:25  ESL 091
ESL 302
ESL 302L
• 3:35  MATH 070
• 3:40  DENT 151
DENT 152
• 3:50  BIOL 061
BIOL 004A